TREE TIPS

TREE & SHRUB CARE FROM BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS

Last winter’s extreme weather took
a toll on many trees and shrubs. This
summer we have seen the decline or
death of even well-established mature
trees. Here are a few suggestions to
promote tree and shrub health and to
protect them from what may be another
year of temperature extremes:
Apply and maintain a 2-4 inch layer
of organic mulch. Wood chips are
one of the best materials to use. The
combination of leaves, twigs, bark and
wood is similar to the natural mulch
found in a forest setting. This layer of
mulch allows water penetration and
decreases evaporation, protecting roots
from extreme temperature changes.
Watering during drought. Trees and
shrubs, especially evergreens, are at a
great disadvantage going into the winter
suffering drought stress. Therefore,

Wood chips make
great mulch - it’s
similar to natural
mulch found in a
forest setting.

if normal rainfall dries up, continue
irrigation until cold temperatures arrive.
Ask your Arborist Representative to
sample your soil for nutrient content
and pH level. Fertilize if your soils are
nutrient deficient. And, remember that
problems with the pH level can also
Fall is the perfect time to fertilize
and/or adjust pH levels in soil.
adversely affect nutrient uptake. If your
soil pH needs adjustment, multiple
treatments may be needed. Fall is the
perfect time to begin either of these
services.

Your arborist is
always looking for
trouble
When we perform routine inspections
of our clients’ properties we are
looking for signs of trouble. Your
arborist knows what insects are a
threat in your geographic area.
Routine
property
inspections
help
discover
pests as
early as
possible.

This includes pests that are resurging
or expanding to areas. Currently that
includes Hemlock Wooly Adelgid in
New England and the Southern Pine
beetle in the Mid-Atlantic region.
We are also vigilantly monitoring
the Emerald Ash borer (EAB) which
is now spreading in New Jersey,
Westchester County, New York &
Connecticut. And of course, ticks are
an ongoing concern.
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Preparing your
trees and shrubs for winter

Telltale sign of
Southern pine
beetle

Hemlock wooly
adelgid

An Emerald ash borer

Viburnum Leaf Beetle
TREE & SHRUB
MAINTENANCE CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
This can be a good time to plant trees and shrubs
Harvest ripe fruit such as apples, pears, grapes
and raspberries

Viburnum leaf beetle is native to Europe, but has
become fairly common in the Eastern US in the past
few years. Larvae and adults feed on the foliage of
many Viburnum species leaving a skeletonized appearance by feeding on the lower
leaf surface between the veins. Complete defoliation can occur and consecutive
years of defoliation can lead to decline.
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The beetles tend to prefer viburnums with little leaf pubescence or hairs.
Eggs are laid on host twigs and hatch in mid- to late-spring.
Larvae feed on foliage, fall to the ground to pupate and emerge in about 10 days
as adults in early to mid-summer.
Females begin laying eggs in branch tips into the fall completing the life cycle.

Monitor for magnolia and tuliptree scale insects
and treat as needed
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Monitor for cool season mites and treat as
needed
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Monitor and treat for phytophthora canker and
root diseases

Varieties less susceptible to this beetle include: V. carlesii, V. x burkwoodii,
V. rhytidophyllum, V. x plicatum and V. sieboldii.

Protect tree stems from deer antler rub

Leaves on infested shrubs
look skeletonized - this
beetle eats the leaf surface
between the veins.

Monitor for lilac beetles and ambrosia beetles
Perform Fall fertilization

OCTOBER
Keep plants properly irrigated
Find plant wraps and protectors in preparation for
coming cold
This is a good time to plant trees and shrubs or to
transplant trees and shrubs
Winterize lawn equipment before storage
Place protection around base of fruit trees to
prevent damage due to mouse and rabbit activity
If you have set your houseplants outside, before
bringing in, check them for pests such as whitefly,
mealybug and thrips
Adult stage ticks which can still carry disease may
be present around mid-month. Continue to do
tick checks. One additional tick treatment may be
needed at this time
Collect soil sample to anticipate soil nutrient
needs in the coming year or to adjust pH
Perform Fall fertilization

NOVEMBER
Where needed, tie up limbs of arborvitae and
juniper to prevent damage from excessive snow
loads
Begin dormant season pruning
Protect plants from winter freezing, wind and salt
damage
Make sure soil for evergreen plants is moist as
weather approaches freezing
Make sure outdoor water pipes and irrigation
systems are shut off and drained to prevent
freezing damage

Fun with trees
On top of all the other benefits trees provide,
they also produce the raw material for fun projects.
Ideas for pine cones are
endless! Here’s one - turn
some pine cones into
cute owls by gluing on
shapes cut from felt. Try
different eyebrow shapes
to give your owls their own
personality.

TREE FOCUS:
Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
History
The red maple is one of the most common and widespread
deciduous trees throughout eastern and central North
America. It is native to most regions of the US near and
east of the Mississippi River.
Culture
This tree’s
77 Can thrive in many soil types and
spectacular red
conditions.
leaves are a
77 Can grow in very wet or dry soil
highlight of fall
conditions, but prefers well-drained, foliage tours!
moist sites.
77 Root growth responds to conditions however, is
primarily shallow and horizontal and can interfere with
the hardscape.
Concerns
77 Structural defects due to codominant stems.
77 This tree has relatively weak wood and internal decay
can be problematic.
77 Gloomy scale on the trunk and structural limbs can
lead to decline. Scale is most problematic in urbanized
areas.
77 Micronutrient deficiencies can occur in areas where
soils have alkaline pH.
Bartlett management practices
77 Frequent structural pruning is necessary to
obtain a central leader and proper lateral branch
development. We ensure proper pruning cuts are
made so pruning wounds close rapidly to prevent
extensive decay.
77 Micronutrient applications may be necessary to green
up the foliage until soil pH can be modified.
77 Insecticide applications for scale should be applied
when immature scales (crawlers) are active in late
spring/early summer.

We are proud
to support
Peter Lyon and Frazer Pehmoeller, Bartlett Arborist
Representatives from our region, are riding on Team
Bartlett in October to further the educational mission
of the TREE Fund.

Structural
pruning is
needed for proper
lateral branch
development in
young red maples.

WONDERS OF NATURE
Lichens respond to air pollution
Lichens are often seen growing
on the bark of trees. They
don’t harm trees and they
serve an interesting purpose
one might not suspect. Lichens
are bioindicators for air
pollution.
Since they get their water and nutrients mainly from the
atmosphere, lichens react to air pollution, especially sulfur
dioxide pollution. For environmental scientists, tracking the
amount of lichens on trees is an inexpensive way to monitor
air pollution – reduced amounts are a sign of polluted air.

Compliments of

Your Arborist Representative

Fall foliage is a
beautiful reminder
that your trees
are preparing for
winter - Bartlett
can help them!

Supporting the diagnosis of plant problems
Bartlett Tree Experts is unique
because of our diagnostic laboratories
in Charlotte, North Carolina. Our
diagnosticians look at over 10,000
samples a year sent in from our
offices around the country. Because
we process so many samples we are
part of the National Plant Diagnostic
Network—a consortium of institutions
who compile diagnostic data to
see where certain disease or insect
outbreaks may be occurring.
Because of our expertise in plant
problem diagnostics it made perfect
sense for Bartlett to become supporters
of both the Morton Arboretum Plant
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Clinic (in Lisle, Illinois) and the Chicago
Botanic Garden Plant Information
Service (in Glencoe, Illinois). Each
year these world-class institutions have
over a million visitors and thousands
of those visitors bring their plant
problems in for diagnosis. Bartlett
provides financial assistance as well
as training for the very capable staff.
Bartlett is on the leading edge of
arboricultural research and
with our support we help these
two institutions to provide the
best diagnosis to their members
and visitors.
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